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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The Commencement Bay Natural Resource Trustees (Trustees) (the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) of the U.S. Department of Commerce, the U.S.
Department of the Interior, including the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, the Puyallup Tribe of Indians, the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe, the Washington
Department of Ecology (lead state trustee), the Washington Department of Fish and
Wildlife, and the Washington Department of Natural Resources) are engaged in conducting
a natural resource damage assessment (NRDA) for Commencement Bay To guide
decision-making regarding the implementation of natural resource restoration activities, the
Trustees prepared a NRDA Restoration Pian/Programmatic Environmental Impact
Statement (RP/EIS), built in part upon the Commencement Bay Cumulative Impact Study
(May/June 1993), a multi-agency cooperative project to study the natural habitat in the
Commencement Bayenvironment. The Restoration Plan (Plan) sets out the restoration
goals and objectives and the Trustees' framework for conducting restoration in the Bay.
As part of the implementation of the Plan, the Trustees are initiating a Monitoring Program
(Program) to evaluate all of the NRDA restoration projects in Commencement Bay (see
Figure 1). The Trustees believe that regional monitoring programs should be developed
that use similar assumptions and protocols to ensure conSistency and a correspondence
in measurements of the physical, biological and chemical attributes among restoration
projects in the Puget Sound region. For this reason, the Commencement Bay Trustees
have incorporated many of the criteria and discussions from the Elliott Bay/Duwamish
Restoration Program, the monitoring plan from the Trustees' pilot project at the Middle
Waterway, and other monitoring protocols. Appendix F provides a brief review of a few of
those documents.

1.1

PURPOSE AND NEED FOR THE PROGRAM

The Program is designed to generate practical information for evaluating the trajectory of
project development, identifying successful and unsuccessful techniques or restoration
strategies, and implementing mid-course corrections when necessary. It is intended to fulfill
several important purposes:
1.

To measure success. This plan describes the reference sites and criteria against
which performance and success can be measured. This purpose responds to two
basic monitOring questions: 1) Is a project performing as planned? 2) How is the
project contributing to the overall intent of the program and each round of questions
regarding success?

2.

To identify adaptive management activities ("contingency planning") that will define
a range of mid-course correction actions that could be implemented if the projects
fail to perform.
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3.

To address the monitoring requirements under various permitting authorities. A
detailed site-specific monitoring plan is a standard requirement for compliance with
state and federal permits, e.g., section 404 of the Clean Water Act and the State of
Washington's Hydraulic Project Approval (HPA) process.

4.

To ensure inter-project monitoring consistency within the CB/NRDA Restoration
Program. This consistency allows for the comparison of NRDA and non-NDRA
projects as well as assessing the overall function of the program to meet its
objectives.

5.

To serve as an outreach tool to provide information to interested parties regarding
the progress of the projects and the program.

1.2

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAM

This Program has been developed for use in evaluating and managing all NRDA restoration
projects. The goals and objectives of restoration monitoring are to quantitatively measure
these parameters:
Program Goals

Program Objectives

Assess the performance (success) of
restoration projects.

Compare similar sites with eachother, to
site criteria and area reference sites.

Determine reasons for projects not
attaining goals.

Compare the development and
characteristics of the project to the
Program's phYSical, biological, and
chemical SLlccess criteria.

Establish recommendations to improve
the project (adaptive management).

Select appropriate contingency
measurers).

Compliance with permit conditions.

Compare with regulatory requirements.
Document the development of the

Create databases for future restoration
planning efforts and to prepare project
reports.

physical, chemical, and biological
characteristics. Provide infonnation for
use in the design of future restoration
projects.
Provide education and outreach tools.

Provide information to interested parties.

The Program serves as the foundation upon which project-specific monitoring plans are
based. This plan sets forth a wide suite of sampling protocols from which each site-specific
project plan is developed. The purpose of developing these protocols is to enable each
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plan to target specific parameters and develop for each site a specific combination of
measurements, sampling types, and tools tailored to the specific objectives of that project.
Should a project fail to meet its objectives, additional protocols may be selected from the
Program to aid in establishing the reason(s) for the failure and to suggest alternative
adaptive management activities. The project-specific monitoring protocols are set out in
Appendix G.

2.0

MANAGEMENT METHODS AND MONITORING CRITERIA

The intent ofthe Program is to implement the NRDA Restoration Plan by creating an overall
structure to coordinate and streamline the field sampling, data processing, interpretation
and report preparation thereby minimizing costs and oversight for project-specific monitoring
plans. For example, most of the monitOring protocols are consistent among projects so a
field team can conduct the monitoring for several projects within one sampling period.

2.1

MONITORING OF PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES

To successfully restore a habitat, it is necessary to construct the physical site conditions
(e.g., hydrology, slope, substrate, vegetation) that will facilitate habitat development and
use. The following success criteria provide guidance for monitoring whether or not
post-construction site characteristics meet these criteria. Evaluating project performance
against each criterion is intended to be an ongoing process that will take place for a number
of years. At a minimum, five years of sampling will meet permit requirements although
some monitoring efforts should extend to 10 years or beyond. Monitoring may continue for
longer periods depending on project objectives and funding availability. The individual
Physical Success Criteria (PSC) sampling sheets are located at Appendix A.

2.2

MONITORING BIOLOGICAL ATTRIBUTES

Biological success criteria (SSC) identified in this Program fall into two broad categories.
There are those criteria that provide evidence that "attributes" of functioning intertidal
habitat are developing within the project. For example, are the prey resources, an essential
foraging function for juvenile chinook salmon, present in sufficient numbers and sizes to
indicate the habitat is functioning properly? In addition, are there criteria that directly
evaluate fish and wildlife presence within the project? While it may seem that this second
set of criteria are sufficient to determine the success of the project, this is not always the
case. Presence or absence of a target species falls to quantify the value of the habitat for
the species. Failure to observe the target species within the project does not always mean
that it has not, or will not, use the area.
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This Program relies on the evaluation of habitat attributes such as vegetation and prey
resources to evaluate project success. This data may be supplemented with some direct
measurement of target species, including juvenile salmonids and other estuarine fish, as
well as bird use of the restoration project sites. The individual BSC sampling sheets are
located at Appendix B; Table 2 lists native species of intertidal plants observed in the Bay.

2.3

MONITORING OF CHEMICAL ATTRIBUTES

Monitoring of chemical attributes is especially important when evaluating a project that has
not met the physical and biological success criteria. In general, chemical monitoring will
only be implemented when there is a specific (e. g., permit) and/or scientifically-based need.
Chemical success criteria (CSC) sampling sheets are located at Appendix C.

2.4

SUMMARY

The Trustees recognize that most assessment and monitoring programs are constrained
by funding and by the availability of personnel who are qualified to sample for such things
as nitrogen fixation. Since the main purpose of monitoring is to characterize the structure
and functioning of the habitat, the sampling program must be able to withstand the review
of field ecologists. A monitoring program must identify the habitats being characterized, it
should have replicate sampling stations within each habitat, and it should provide data that
document ecologically meaningful changes when they occur. General analyses of the data
should indicate that the sampling program is encountering the bulk of the species present,
and that variances among replicate sampling stations are not excessively high.
This monitoring plan can be expanded or reduced in different ways, e.g., by varying the
number of attributes examined, the frequency of the examination, and the number of
sampling stations. Additional modifications could include the level of detail of examination
in the field within sampling stations (e.g., depths at which soil salinity is measured) and at
the laboratory (e.g., determination of invertebrates to family or to species, chemical analysis
is pooled or individual soil samples from each sampling station).
Priority attributes. The attributes can be prioritized based upon what we need to know and
how much information is provided by the data (priority 1 most needed; 2 desirable; 3
worthwhile). It should be noted that these priority designations are tentative. As the
Trustees understand more about wetland ecosystem functioning, they will be better able
to select the appropriate and more specific indicators of function.

=

=

=

Sampling frequency. Daily fluctuations occur in migratory bird attendance and colonization
of sites. In contrast, plant invasions or local extinctions usually become obvious only after
a year or two. Some attributes may be measured as often as weekly, others seasonally or
annually, and some only after major events are noted.
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Not all habitat types have the same temporal variability so it is difficult to suggest a simple
program that can fit all systems. Monitoring programs must be tailored to fit the needs of
the system being monitored, beginning with frequent measurements and reducing sampling
if experience suggests that reducing the frequency will not significantly reduce information
about the system. Monitors should be prepared to increase sampling frequency in response
to events such as floods, wastewater spills, algal blooms, inlet closure, or project failure.
Numbers of sampling stations. Field monitoring programs should provide an adequate
sample of the area. Adequacy in this case relates to the ability of the sampling effort to
evaluate whether the management objective has been achieved. Experienced field
ecologists usually can visit a site and easily define habitat areas that are "relatively
homogeneous." Aerial photographs can provide additional identification tools. Within each
habitat area, replicate samples are taken at a minimum of three stations. Initial sampling will
provide estimates of heterogeneity (variance of each attribute measures). If initial replicate
stations give high variance (e. g., if the standard error exceeds 1 0% of the mean), additional
replicate samples are needed to adequately characterize the attribute. Because the
system's variability dictates the number of replicate samples needed, the exact number
samples at each site cannot yet be predicted. It is, however, prudent to plan for a large
number of replicate stations and cut back if variances are low. Results can be summarized
to test for differences between different locations (e.g., restored and natural wetlands) or
differences with time (e.g., year-ta-year changes). Further information on the number of
replicate samples needed to provide ecologically meaningful data can be found in Krebs
(1989).
An alternative approach to replicate sampling within a study area is appropriate where
gradients of environmental conditions are present. For estuarine channels that range from
a high to low salinity, it is more useful to position sampling stations along the gradient and
to plot water quality characteristics against distance. Instead of clumping stations within a
homogeneous area, one would distribute the station intervals proceeding upstream from the
saltwater inlet. Conversely, stations should be closer together where environmental
changes are likely to be present. Results can be summarized as graphs of each attribute
against distance from the inlet, looking for spatial trends and evidence of shifts through
time.
In addition, a prefered alternative to determine the number of sampling stations needed is
to conduct a small pilot study in order to determine the sample size needed to achieve the
sampling objective. From pilot sampling, we can estimate the population mean and
standard variation and use those numbers to calculate a coefficient of variation. We then
use coefficient of variation to compare different sampling schemes - the smaller the
coefficient of variation, the more efficient (e.g., fewer samples equals greater statistical
power) is the sample design.
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Here is one example of how to determine the number of samples needed:
1. Prior to pilot sampling, determine what the target goals are for restoration (e.g., restore
population of species X to at least 30 plants per quadrat by year Y). These goals should
be determined in part from sampling at appropriate reference sites.
The initial sample size should depend on the relative amount of variation in the data, start
with few samples (e.g., 10) if there is little variation among quadrats and more samples
(e.g., >15) if the number of plants of a given species varies from quadrat to quadrat.
3. Calculate the mean and standard deviation of species X from the quadrat measures.
Determine acceptable levels of type I (a) and type II (a, also know as the precision level or

power level) error. The reason for determining these error rates ;s to ensure that your
monitoring program detects the biologically important changes that it has been designed
to track.
4. Calculate an initial, uncorrected sample size using the following equation (Elzinga et al.
1998):

where

n = uncorrected sample size estimate

Za = standard normal coefficient (see Table 1 below). This value corresponds
to your acceptable level of type I error, which is usually expressed as a
confidence interval (e.g., 90% confidence interval equals 10% type 1 error
rate or = 0.10).
s = standard deviation
J3 = desired precision level. This value needs to be expressed in absolute
terms instead of as a percentage. For example, if you wanted the sample
mean estimate to be within 10 percent of the true population mean and the
sample mean is 10 plants per quadrat, then
J3 (0.10 * 10) 1.

a

=

=

Table 1. Standard Normal Deviates (Za) for Various Confidence Levels.
Confidence Level
Type I (or Alpha) Error Rate
Za
80 %
0.20
1.28
90%
0.10
1.64
95%

0.05

1.96

99%

0.01

2.58

5. To obtain an adjusted sample size estimate (n*), correct n using Table 2. This table
provides correction values for single parameter estimates. It was created by Elzinga et al.
(1998) using an algorithm reported by Kupper and Hafner (1989).
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Example (Elzinga et al. 199B):
Management objective: Restore the population of species X in population Y to a density of
at least 40 plants per quadrat by the year 2005.
Sampling objective: Obtain estimates of the mean density and population size with 90%
confidence that they are within 20% of the true population mean. [Type I error rate (8) =
0.10 and type II error rate (a) = 0.20.]
Results of pilot study: Mean density
Sample size equation:

J3 = (0.20*14) = 2.8

=14 plants/quadrat

=

Standard deviation

=5.12 plants

=

(1.64)2(5.12)2/(2.8)2
8.9, which is rounded up to 9
N
samples for the unadjusted sample size.

Go to Table 2 to adjust this preliminary estimate and find n = 9 and the corresponding n*
value in the 90% confidence level column of the table. For n = 9, the corrected sample size
is 16.

Thus, the corrected estimated sample size needed to be 90% confidence that the
estimate of the population mean is within 20% of the troe mean is 16 quadrats.
Determining Quadrat Size. Quadrat size and shape should be determined during the pilot
study. In general, the quadrat size should be determined by the project area and the spatial
distribution of the plants you are sampling (e.g., clumped, uniform). You should avoid a
quadrat size that is small enough to render many zero measurements, meaning that no
plants are encountered in the quadrat, and that is so large that hundreds of plants have to
be measured in each quadrat. To determine an appropriate quadrat size and shape, first
wander around the project site to get a feel for the spatial distribution of plants at the site,
and then ask and answer the following questions (Elzinga et al. 1998): At what scale can
you detect clumping? How large are the clumps and what are the distances between the
clumps? How long will quadrats need to be to avoid having many quadrats with zero plants
in them? How narrow will quadrats need to be to avoid counting hundreds of plants
whenever the quadrat intersects a dense clump? How wide an area can be efficiently
searched from one edge of a quadrat? Efficient sampling using quadrats of appropriate
size and shape can greatly reduce the number of samples needed to be measured and,
thus, reduce the overall time and resources needed for monitoring.
Reference: Elzinga, C.L., D.W. Salzer, J.W. Willoughby. 1998. Measuring and Monitoring
Plant Populations. BLM Technical Reference 1730-1. Bureau of Land Management,
Denver, Colorado.
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Table 1. Sample size correction table for single parameters.
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How long to monitor. From the standpoint of the biota, a 20-year monitoring period is not
unreasonable. It may take longer for the restored marsh to fully develop its potential as
habitat for rare species such as endangered birds or for the soil organic matter to increase to
natural levels. It may take even longer for herbivory problems to become controlled by native
predators. Long-term monitoring allows one to distinguish between short-term shifts (e.g.,
annual variability in shorebird use) and long-term directional changes (e.g., expansion of
marsh, declines of endangered bird populations).
This Program is intended to be implemented over a 10-year period, however, it is designed
to be implemented for five years at which time a decision point to continue for the remaining
five years will be addressed. A summary of the physical, biological and chemical monitoring,
along with schedules and contingencies, can be found in Table 1 (Appendix E).

3.0

REFERENCE SITES

The criteria for reference sites are based upon a restoration project's similarity or intended
similarity to another restored or natural site. Simply stated, if a constructed marsh is intended
to develop into a habitat like the Nisqually River delta, then it will be compared to the Nisqually
system. If a cobble shoreline is being preserved and intended to perform the same functions
as the Dumas Bay shoreline, it will be compared to the Dumas Bay shoreline using the
criterion described previously in Section 2. For example, physical features, such as substrate
type and slope (e.g., the fine sediments and gentle slopes of the Nisqual/y delta), will be
contrasted with comparable physical features at the restored project sites in Commencement
Bay. The specific monitoring to be undertaken at the reference sites will be determined by the
project specific monitoring plans.
The data gathered at the reference sites will be used to formulate hypotheses regarding
habitats:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.0

Function;
Climate and hydrology;
Influences of human access and economic activities;
Size, morphology, water depth, wetland zones, and their proportion;
General vegetation types and requirements;
Soils and non-soil substrates; and
Access and use by fish and wildlife.

ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT (CONTINGENCY PLANNING)

The criteria established in the Program are defined by the Trustees' restoration goals and
objectives and serve as a means of determining the triggers for mid-course corrections. The
contingency measures are based upon scientific principles, best professional judgment, local
knowledge, and an evolving understanding of natural processes in the Commencement Bay
10

environment. A mid-course correction would involve going from a less intrusive to a more
intensive solution depending upon the nature and type of problem. For example, if the
Trustees believe, based upon monitoring results, that there is a slope stability issue at a
particular site then their first steps would include adjustments using non-engineered controls
such as planting different species and the placement of erosion control mats. If the problem
is not mitigated through such actions, more engineered methods such as wave action controls
(e.g., booms) might be installed. In severe cases, fish-rock might be placed in problem areas.

5.0

VOLUNTEER I STEWARDSHIP PARTICIPATION

The Trustees strongly believe that a successful restoration project depends on the interest
and investment of the community in which it resides and grows. For this reason, the Trustees
will be identifying particular activities that could be successfully conducted in cooperation with
area volunteer groups. This may include, but is not limited to, such actions as planting native
vegetation, destroying or weeding of invasive species, vegetation sampling, and bird
monitoring.
Each project's specific monitoring plan will outline potential activities and
education opportunities for volunteers and site stewards.

6.0

BUDGET

The budget for the Program is dependent upon the complexity of the individual restoration
projects, the number and type of criteria which will be used to evaluate the project, and the
number of sites being monitored. There is an economy of scale and each additional site may
not have an equal increase in the cost. Detailed budgets will be prepared for individual plans
once the Trustees determine the final level of sampling effort. These individual plans will be
attached to this document at Appendix G.

7.0

REPORTING/DATABASES

Databases and reports will be developed in order for the Trustees to analyze and interpret the
phYSical, biological, and if triggered, the chemical trends, occurring at the restored areas in
contrast with the selected reference sites. Monitoring reports will be produced in Years 1, 2,
3, 5, and Years 7 and 10 if funding is available. Each report will take into consideration all

previous monitOring years and findings. At a minimum, the reports will summarize:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Monitoring tasks completed (methods, sampling locations, dates),
Data and monitoring results,
Status of projects sites,
Trends in data for both individual sites and the overall program in relation to
goals and objectives,
"Triggers" indicating the need for contingencies and adaptive management,
External conditions which may be influencing results,
Recommendations and alternatives for action,
11

•
•
•

Recommendations for future planning,
An overall comparison of how each site is developing, and
Lessons learned for the individual projects and the Program.

A draft report will be submitted to the Commencement Bay Natural Resource Trustee Council
for review and comment within three months of completion of an annual sampling period. The
Trustee Council may request an oral presentation of the results. Adaptive
management/contingency planning will be initiated and approved by the Trustee Council. The
Final Monitoring Report will incorporate Trustee comments and any planned adaptive
management activities.

8.0

CONCLUSION

The Trustees are initiating this CB/NRDA Monitoring Program to evaluate all of their
restoration projects in Commencement Bay. The Trustees believe that this plan could serve,
in part, as the basis for an intertidal monitoring regime under a regional monitoring program.
The Trustees believe that monitoring programs should be developed that use similar
assumptions and protocols to ensure consistency and a correspondence in measurements of
the physical, biological and chemical attributes among restoration projects in the Puget Sound
region.
This Program will be updated to reflect improvements in technology and our continually
evolving knowledge and understanding about natural and modified environments. The intent
in the Program is to evaluate the success of the goals and objectives of the NRDA restoration
projects. The Program will be periodically reviewed to ensure that it is producing the type of
data necessary to achieve its overall goals and maintain its usefulness.
The following sections define the criteria, methodologies, success criteria, contingency
measures and sampling schedules for the selected reference sites and the NRDA restoration
project sites covered under this Program. A summary table (Table 1 in Appendix E) contains
the components of the program in tabular format.
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APPENDIX A
PHYSICAL SUCCESS
CRITERIA (PSC1-7)

PHYSICAL SUCCESS CRITERION 1
INTERTIDAL AREAL COVERAGE
INTERTIDAL AREAL COVERAGE: The total restored area between an elevation of
+12 ft NOS MLLW and -2 ft MLLW will be at least 90% of the target intertidal elevation.

Monitoring Tasks:
•

Using standard areal calculation techniques, such as geo-referenced aerial
photography, LlDAR, GPS or other field survey techniques, estimate the total
intertidal acreage (below + 12 ft MLL W) of the project.

•

"As-built" plan drawing(s) will be provided in the same format or appearance and on
the same scale as the construction drawings. These will typically be provided by a
contractor as part of project completion.

•

Visual inspection(s) should be conducted following extreme episodic flood events
(e.g., 100-year flood conditions) to determine any erosional impacts.

Schedule:
•

The "as-built" plan(s) will be prepared within two months of completion of
construction. Year "0" is the year of construction; subsequent years will be the next
growing season. This means Year "1" might be from 6 t015 months after completion
of construction. For example, if a project is completed by September 30, 2000, Year
1 monitoring would start during September 2002.

•

Areal calculations of intertidal habitat will be completed in Monitoring Years 1 and 5,
and if funding is available, Years 7 and 10.

Contingency Measures:
•

None, unless gross deviations -- indicated by filling or bank erosion of the intertidal
area - exceed the criterion.

Discussion:
The elevation bands may be further subdivided, when needed. Certain minimum
expectations for project size is a legitimate success criterion for an increase in area of
intertidal habitat and in the softening or laying back of shoreline banks.

PHYSICAL SUCCESS CRITERION 2

INTERTIDAL STABILITY
INTERTIDAL STABILITY. The as-designed contour elevations, especially for intertidal
plant introductions, will be +/- 0.5 ft of the elevations specified in the construction plan. 75%
of the target elevations will be maintained through Year 5.
Monitoring Tasks:
•

An "as-built" plan drawing(s) will be provided in the same format or appearance and
on the same scale and contours as the construction drawings.

•

Using standard areal calculation techniques, such as geo-referenced aerial
photography, L1DAR, GPS or other field survey techniques, estimate any changes
in surface topography of the project site. Profiles of the project can be taken from
the transects employed for the Biological Monitoring criteria.

Schedule:
•

The "as-built" plan(s) will be prepared within two months of completion of
construction.

•

Profiles on transects through the intertidal habitat will be completed in Monitoring
Years 1, 2, and 5, and if funding is available, Years 7 and 10.

Contingency Measures:
•

None, unless gross deviations - e.g., 75% of the target elevations (+1- 0.5 ft) are not
maintained through Year 5 - exceed the criterion. Project-specific elevation change
will be evaluated that may modify this measure.

Discussion:
The hydrologic condition of intertidal sites are determined by measuring elevations relative
to NOAA datums. Distribution of salt marsh plants often are referenced to these standard
datum. High preCision is necessary in elevation surveys. Salt marsh vegetation is
extremely sensitive to slight differences in tidal inundation and plants that thrive at one
elevation may yield to another species if the topography is six inches too high or too low.
This criterion differs from phYSical criterion # 4 in that physical criterion # 2 looks at the
overall percentage of elevations maintained at a project site, it quantifies aerial extent of
intertidal habitat. In contrast, physical criterion # 4 is designed to focus on the development
of stream-channels within a project site. Criterion 4 is designed to help discern the
occurences and distribution of hydrologic elements and how they change over time.

PHYSICAL SUCCESS CRITERION 3
TIDAL CIRCULATION
TIDAL CIRCULATION. The tidal amplitude, as determined by both timing and elevation
of high and low tide events, is equivalent inside and outside of the project area.

Monitoring Tasks:
•

Periodic visual inspections of the project area to see if tidal flows are unimpeded and
there are no undrained basins which might strand fish during periods of low water.
Tidal staffs can be placed both inside and outside the project if specific tidal heights
are desired for an instantaneous reading. Recording tidal gauges (data loggers)
may be used for longer-term determination, where justified.

Schedule:
•

Periodic and during post-construction Years 1, 2 and 5. "Periodic" means
opportunistic times other than during defined sampling events specific by the
Monitoring Plan.

Contingency Measures:
•

Failures at any site to show tidal circulation and tidal inundation consistent with the
objectives of the individual projects will trigger discussion on the need to increase
the size of the tidal connection between the project location and inundation water
source (i.e., Commencement Bay, the Waterways or Puyallup River).

•

Attempt to drain any pools which might strand fish using low technology means
(hand tools); failing this, discussions would be needed to develop more permanent
solutions (i.e., filling, determining current patterns).

Discussion:
The development of adequate tidal connections between the project sites and the rest of
Commencement Bay and its tributaries is essential. Inadequate connection would lead to
a dampened tidal hydrology which could favor invasive plant species over desired native
plant communities. Other consequences could include reduction in fish access to and use
of the project sites, reduced export of organic material from the site and associated food
web support for the estuaries, excessive current velocities within the channels and
openings that provide the connections, and associated problems with erosion. Where
shallow pooling or ponding occurs within a project that traps water during periods of low
tide, fish can become stranded and stressed through increased temperature, decreased
oxygen, and increased bird predation. Additionally, ponding and resulting evaporation can
result. in hyper-saline conditions not healthy for plants or fish.
Tidal circulation
measurements will help to establish nutrient and organiC carbon import and export.

PHYSICAL SUCCESS CRITERION 4
ELEVATION AND CHANNEL MORPHOLOGY
ELEVATION AND CHANNEL MORPHOLOGY. No evidence of erosion that threatens
restoration project goals, property, infrastructure, or is otherwise unacceptable is observed
after a period of initial site stabilization.
Monitoring Tasks:
•

Periodic visual inspections of the project for signs of excessive erosion will be completed.
Areas of concern may be photographed from a stable photo point periodically so the rate
and severity of erOSion can be judged.
"As built" site surveys will be used to monitor and quantify changes in site geomorphology,
especially where similar surveys are repeated on a periodic basis.

•

Cross-section elevation data collected across permanent transects through the project will
provide another way of evaluating how the project morphology is changing.
In addition to visual inspections specific to this criterion, analysis of any available aerial
photographs and elevation cross-section survey data to be obtained under PSC1 tasks will
assist in quantifying the extent of erosion.

Schedule:
•

Visual inspections and written comments regarding erosion should be made during all
monitoring events at the project; observations will be recorded during monitoring of PSC2
(Intertidal Stability) in Years 1, 2, 5 and in Years 7 and 10 if funding is available.

Contingency Measures:

•

The primary defense against excessive erOSion should be non-structural, such as
vegetation, fiber mats, low-tech drainage swales, or other "soft" approaches. Engineered
approaches such as riprap or other shoreline "hardening" (e.g., logs, root wads,
post-construction) should be used as a last resort and in cases where the property owner,
the NRDA Trustees, and relevant permitting authorities agree that a hazardous condition
to the property exists or the need to preserve function and integrity of the project warrants
corrective action.

Discussion:
Please refer to the disussion under PSC#2.
This criterion differs from physical criterion #2. Criterion # 2 looks at the overall percentage of
elevations maintained at a project site, it quantifies aerial extent of intertidal habitat. In contrast
physical criterion 4 is designed to focus on the development of stream-channels within a project
site. Criterion 4 is designed to help discern the occurences and distribution of hydrologic elements
and how they change over time.

PHYSICAL SUCCESS CRITERION 5
SEDIMENT STRUCTURE
SEDIMENT STRUCTURE. Over time, intertidal sites may accumulate fine-grained
materials and organic matter. This would be evidencod by a decrease in mean grain size
and an increase in organic carbon in the surface sediments.

Monitoring Tasks:
•
Sediment grain size samples should be collected at each site in areas that will be
also be sampled for benthic invertebrates (8SeB). Where appropriate, consideration
will be given to stratifying the project sites into two bands: vegetated (+ 10 feet
MLLW and above) and unvegetated (below +10 feet MLLW). Core samples in a
project-defined sampling grid will be processed for grain size distribution and organic
carbon by standard methods (see, CSC1). The results will be compared to
reference sites and to comparable data from the same site in previous years.
Schedule:
•
This monitoring task will be completed in all years where benthic invertebrates are
sampled. The recommended schedule for sampling is post construction Years 1,
3, 5 and Years 7 and 10 if funding is available.
Contingency measures:
•
Generally few modifications could be made. If the intertidal sediments do not
support the biological production anticipated, analyses could be made to determine
if adequate soil nutrients are present. Soil amendments could be considered if
deemed appropriate by the technical staff.
Discussion:
Several intertidal habitat functions are associated with depositional environments.
Specificatry, the accumulation of fine grained sediment is indicative of environments that
support the accumulation of organic matter and a detritus- based food web. Soft sediments
and organic rich areas support benthic invertebrate prey resources, especially for juvenile
fish, like salmonids, and shorebirds.

PHYSICAL SUCCESS CRITERION 6
SOIL SALINITY
SOIL SALINITY. Suitable salinity for emergent plant propagation, colonization and growth.
Soil salinity affects seed germinlJtion and plant establishment.

Monitoring Tasks:
•
Soil salinity will be determined at multiple locations on the intertidal plant surface
(and potentially core) samples using standard sampling methods and analysis using
an accredited soils testing laboratory. In addition, soil salinity may be discerned
through observation. Monitoring staff should keep detailed notes on patchy areas
of vegetation, especially those in near seeps.

Schedule:
•

Periodic and as appropriate as defined by the site-specific monitoring plans.

Contingency Measures:
•

If, through sampling and analysis, it is determined that soil salinity is a limiting factor
to plant growth and propagation at a restoration project site additional (different,
more salt tolerant), plantings and plant species should be considered.

Discussion:
Soil salinities control seed germination and seedling establishment in coastal wetlands
(Zedler and Beare, 1966). Soluble salts commonly associated with soil salinity affect plant
growth in two ways. Firstly, they attract water, raising the suction (osmotic potential) of
water held in the soil, thereby reducing a plant's ability to attract water from the soil. This
limits plant vigor and growth. Secondly, soluble salts contain ions such as sodium, chloride
and borates that are often toxic to plants. These ions are often responsible for raising soil
pH. Indirectly, this results in nutrients such as iron, phosphate, zinc and manganese
becoming unavailable for plant growth. As soil becomes increasingly sodic it is subject to
dispersion and so is unstable and easily eroded. Other associated potential impacts include
(but are not limited to) water-quality deterioration, loss of native aquatic habitat and death
of vegetation.
If marsh vegetation does not reach full function as defined by the project goals, this success
criteria and monitoring activity will be implemented.

PHYSICAL SUCCESS CRITERION 7
LIGHT ATTENUATION
LIGHT ATTENUATION. Suitable light as compared to reference areas. This criterion is
especially important if working in the shallow subtidal areas and with eelgrass enhancement
creation. For plant propagation, colonization and growth results should be comparable to
reference ::iite::i within two year::i.

Monitoring Tasks:
•

Compare restoration project areas to reference area using readings obtained using
a submersible light refractometer which may be used in combination with a data
logger.

Schedule:
•

Periodic and during post-construction Years 1,2, and 5 .

Contingency Measures:
•

If plant communities do not develop, sediment control measures and/or turbidity
controls should be considered in project areas not directly affected by the turbidity
of the Puyallup River and its load of glacial four. It is noted that the Puyallup River
system carries a significant sediment load into Commencement Bay. When
planning a restoration effort that could require significant control of turbidity, the
location of a project in relation to the Puyallup River must be considered carefully.

Discussion:
Several factors discussed above ,. such as nutrient concentration, light attenuation,
dissolved oxygen, salinity and temperature should be recorded to overall assess water
quality. Sampling before, during, and after restoration measures take place is Important
to determine the changes in ecosystem condition.

APPENDIX B
BIOLOGICAL SUCCESS
CRITERIA (BSC1-12)

BIOLOGICAL SUCCESS CRITERION 1
MARSH DEVELOPMENT I AREAL COVERAGE
MARSH DEVELOPMENT. Marsh Vegetation and Areal Coverage: The areal extent
(percent cover) of vegetation should be stable or increasing within portions of the project
within elevations suitable to marsh establishment.

Monitoring Tasks:
•

An as-planted survey will be mapped following initial planting(s). Areal extent of
vegetation will be measured from aerial photographs, if available. Alternatively and
complementary, given the anticipated size of vegetation patches or bands, use GPS
or traditional survey techniques to map the patch perimeter. Permanent photo points
will be established and color photographs to adequately cover the site will be
collected each sampling period.

Schedule:
•

Monitoring tasks should be completed in Years 1, 2, 3, and 5, and in Years 7 and 10,
if deemed appropriate and funding is available.

Contingency Measures:
Evidence of plant failure, or if natural recruitment rates fail to meet expectations
should trigger consideration of contingency measures.
Depending on the
hypothesized reason for failure, responses could include additional planting, soil
amendments, herbivore exclusions, andlor focused stewardship efforts.
Assumptions about appropriate plant species, elevation, salinity, and other design
factors should be reexamined and the project goals readjusted if new information
suggests this path.

Discussion:
The establishment of marsh vegetation is one of the primary objectives of the NRDA
Trustees. Wetland vegetation is one of the most obvious and straight-forward indicators
of habitat condition. Vegetation provides habitat structure for aquatic and terrestrial
organisms, facilitates sediment accretion and build up of marsh substrate, and serves as
a source of orgaFlic material to support detritus-based food webs. Changes in vascular
plant populations often lag behind environmental changes, because most species are
limited in their ability to become established even when the habitat structure is appropriate.
Periodic examination of the vegetation will assist in the identification of potential problems,
such as colonization by invasive species, excessive herbivory, or trampling by humans.
Useful measures of vegetation community condition include plant distribution, species
composition, and plant vigor.

BIOLOGICAL SUCCESS CRITERION 2
MARSH DEVELOPMENT I SPECIES COMPOSITION
MARSH DEVELOPMENT. Marsh Vegetation and Species Composition: Species composition of
native wetland/emergent plant species should be comparable to that of appropriate reference or
comparison sites. If planted, survival should reach or show a trend toward 50% by Year 3. The
project should not contain more than 5% cover by area of non-native or invasive plant species.
Invasive plant species of special concem include, but are not limited to, Spartina spp. (core/grass),
Lvthrum salicaria (purple loosestrife), Pha/aris arundinacea (reed canarygrass), and Phraqmities
Communis (common reed).

Monitoring Tasks:
Several permanent statistically-based transects will be established relative to the
shoreline; the number of transects will be based on habitat area and shape to
adequately define the entire project. The transects will encompass portions of the
project area suitable for intertidal vegetation establishment. In addition, data
analysis will include an estimate of areal extent of marsh vegetation cover and any
observations in changes over time.

•

Comparable transects will be established at suitable reference or comparison sites.
During the height of the growing season (mid-summer), the transects will be
surveyed to determine species composition and to estimate percent cover.
Quadrats (number depending on length of transect) of 0.25 x 0.25 m will be
randomly distributed along each transect line.

•

A quantitative sampling for vascular plant species composition records species
presence (for freQuency of occurrence data). visual cover estimates for all species.
and possibly a more intensive analysis for pickleweed (Salicornia sp.) or Carex spp.,
which are often target restoration species. The most important feature for
measuring occurrence data is comparable quadrat size. To determine species
composition and cover, permanent sampling locations (quadrats along transects) will
be established and marked for elevation. Species composition of marsh vegetation
and the occurrence of invasive species that exceeds 1% will be reported.
Table 2 provides a listing of the plants that have been observed in Commencement
Bay.

Schedule:
•

Monitoring tasks should be completed in Years 1, 2, 3, and 5 and in Years 7 and 10,
if deemed appropriate and funding is available.

BSC2 - cont.
Contingency Measures:
•

Any occurrence of invasive species that exceeds the threshold of 1% should be
controlled primarily by physical means (pulling, rr;.JNing, burning). Physical removal
should occur as soon as invasive plants are identlied and definetly prior to seed set.
Chemical treatment (herbicides) should only be considered if physical removal fails.
Control of invasive species can be very expensive and cost must be taken into

consideration when determining the intensity of contingency measures.
•

Evidence of plant failure, or if natural recruitment rates fail to meet expectations,
Depending on the
should trigger consideration of contingency measures.
hypothesized reason for failure, responses could include additional planting, soil
amendments, herbivore exclusions, and/or focused stewardship efforts.
Assumptions about appropriate plant species, elevation, salinity, and other design
factors should be reexamined and the project goals readjusted if new information
suggests this path.

Discussion:
The establishment of marsh vegetation is one of the primary objectives of the NRDA
Trustees. Wetland vegetation is one of the most obvious and straight-forward indicators
of habitat condition. Vegetation provides habitat structure for aquatic and terrestrial
organisms, facilitates sediment accretion and build up of marsh substrate, and serves as
a source of organic material to support detritus-based food webs. Changes in vascular
plant populations often lag behind environmental changes because most species are limited
in their ability to become established even when the habitat structure is appropriate.
Periodic examination of the vegetation will assist in the identification of potential problems,
such as colonization by invasive species, excessive herbivory, or trampling by humans.

Useful measures of vegetation community condition include plant distribution, species
composition, and plant vigor.

BIOLOGICAL SUCCESS CRITERION 3
MARSH DEVELOPMENT I PLANT VIGOR
MARSH DEVELOPMENT. Plant vigor. as measured by stem height and shoot density,
should be comparable (greater than 80% by Year 3) to that of appropriate reference sites
and/or improving over time.

Monitoring Tasks:
•

An as-planted survey will be compiled into a map following initial planting(s).

•

Several permanent statistically-based transects will be established relative to the
shoreline; the number of transects will be based on habitat area and shape to
adequately define the entire project. The transects will encompass portions of the
project area suitable for intertidal vegetation establishment.

•

Comparable transects will be established at suitable reference or comparison sites.
During the height of the growing season (mid-summer), the transects will be
surveyed to determine species composition and to determine plant vigor. Quadrats
(number depending on length of transect) of 0.25 x 0.25 m will be randomly
distributed along each transect line.

•

Plant vigor will be assessed by counting shoots of the "target" vegetation species
within the quadrats. The height of (a minimum of) the three tallest shoots for each
represented target species in a quadrat will be measured to the nearest centimeter
(cm). Similarly, total number of shoots of target species, stem height, flowering
condition and trends in mean shoot density (number of shoots per meters squared)
and mean maximum shoot height will be tabulated.

Schedule:
•

Monitoring tasks should be completed in Years 1, 2, 3, and 5 and in Years 7 and 10,
if deemed appropriate and funding is available.

Contingency Measures:
•
Evidence that planted vegetation is not thriving, should trigger consideration of
contingency measures. Depending on the hypotheSized reason for failure,
responses could include additional planting, soil amendments, herbivore exclusions,
and/or focused stewardship efforts. Assumptions about appropriate plant species,
elevation, salinity, and other design factors should be reexamined and the project
goals readjusted if new information suggests this path.

BSC3· cont.
Discussion:
The establishment of marsh vegetation is one of the primary objectives of the NRDA
Trustees. Wetland vegetation is one of the most obvious and straight-forward indicators
of habitat condition. Vegetation provides habitat structure for aquatic and terrestrial
organisms, facilitates sediment accretion and build up of marsh substrate, and serves as
a source of organic material to support detritus-based food webs. Changes in vascular
plant populations often lag behind environmental changes, because most species are
limited in their ability to become established even when the habitat structure is appropriate.
Periodic examination of the vegetation will assist in the identification of potential problems,
such as colonization by invasive species, excessive herbivory, or trampling by humans.
Useful measures of vegetation community condition include plant distribution, species
composition, and plant vigor.

BIOLOGICAL SUCCESS CRITERION 4
MARSH VEGETATION HERBIVORY AVOIDANCE
MARSH VEGETATION HERBIVORY AVOIDANCE. Confirm the success of stopping
physical herbivory by Canada geese using physical barriers of wire, rope, rebar, posts,
string, or netting.

Monitoring Tasks:
•

Periodic, and initially frequent, visual inspections of herbivore exclusion systems and
Immediate repair to reduce herbivory untif the plant root systems have established
themselves during two growing seasons.

Schedule:
•

Installation of devices must take place before or simultaneous with planting of
intertidal vegetation. Devices must be maintained for the first three years of the
project. Periodic monitoring should confirm adequate site maintenance of devices.
Observations should be logged for Years 1, 2 and 3.

Contingency Measures:
•

Immediately repair of any damage to the herbivore exclusion devices caused by
logs, trampling, or geese.

Discussion:
Canada geese can destroy newly planted restoration project sites In a matter of hours.
There are several exclusion device designs that have proven successful in studies
conducted in the Duwamish River and Commencement Bay. Such a design will be
employed and monitored at all newly planted NRDA restoration project sites in
. Commencement Bay.

BIOLOGICAL SUCCESS CRITERION 5
RIPARIAN VEGETATION SURVIVAL
RIPARIAN VEGETATION SURVIVAL. Riparian vegetation plantings should maintain
not less than 75% sUNival over the first three years following initial planting.

Monitoring Tasks:
•
"As planted" surveys should be generated immediately following planting and serve
as the baseline from which to measure survival.

•

Establish vegetation transects through the riparian zone to the edges of the project.
Use visual survey techniques such as point line intercept or quadrats to estimate
plant survival along a transect line. Data should be provided as percent survival for
each of the herb, shrub, and tree components preferably by species.

Schedule:
•

Monitoring is to be conducted in Years 1, 2, 3.

Contingency Measures:
•

Excessive failure rates (> 25% loss annually) for plant survival will be addressed with
contingency measures. A secondary planting may be initiated if it appears a new
planting would be successful.

•

Potential failures include improper installation, poor soil structure and/or organic
content, inadequate watering, herbivory, trampling, or competition. Improved site
stewardship may address many of these problems, but replanting with improved soil
preparation may also be necessary.

•

Failure to meet numeric criteria should not trigger an automatic response that might
prove damaging to the project; attempts to determine the cause of the failure should
be made.

Discussion:
The establishment of healthy riparian plant communities is an essential project element.
Native trees, shrubs, and herbs provide a buffer to adjacent urban and industrial lands and
a habitat structure for wildlife. Insects growing on riparian vegetation that are deposited in
the water can provide an important prey resource for fish. Leaf litter enhances detritus food
webs when transported into adjacent intertidal areas. Large organic debris is also important
for habitat structure.

BIOLOGICAL SUCCESS CRITERION 6
RIPARIAN VEGETATION AERIAL COVERAGE
RIPARIAN VEGETATION AERIAL COVERAGE. Areal extent of native trees, shrubs,
herbs and other riparian vegetation should be stable or increasing over time, and cover not
less than 90% of the upland vegetated area of a project after 10 years. Invasive plant
coverage should be minimal; species of special concern include Rubus Drocerus
(Himalayan blackberry), Cvtisus scoparius (Scof's broom), and Polygonum cuspidatum

(Japanese knotweed). Minimum percent coverage of vegetation layers should be as shown
in the table below.

VEGETATION

Herbs

YEAR

3 COVERAGE

>70%

YEAR 5 COVERAGE

YEAR 10 COVERAGE

Percentage may decline
as other layers mature,

Percentage may decline
as other layers mature,

provided not ~1 0% bare

provided not'> 10% bare

ground

ground

Shrubs

>30%

>50%

>80%

Trees

>25%

>40%

>70%

Non-Native Invasive
Vegetation

<2%

<5%

<5%

Monitoring Tasks:
•
As-built surveys should be generated following initial planting to serve as baseline
data. Where aerial photographs are available, map the portions of the riparian area
by the various cover classes.

•

Establish vegetation transects through the riparian zone to the edges of the project.
Use visual survey techniques such as point line intercept or quadrats to estimate the
cover class and plant survival along a transect line. Data should be provided as
percent coverage of riparian vegetation and percent survival for each of the herb,
shrub, and tree components preferably by species.

Schedule:
•

Monitoring tasks are to be completed in Years 1,2, 3, and 5 and Years 7 and 10,
depending upon funding availability and appropriateness.

Contingency Measures:
•

Refer to BSCS for contingency measures.

Discussion:
Refer to BSCS for additional discussion regarding riparian vegetation.

BIOLOGICAL SUCCESS CRITERION 7
FISH ACCESS I PRESENCE
FISH ACCESS I PRESENCE. Estuarine fish will access the project, with increasing
utilization and colonization by resident species. Juvenile salmonid presence within the
project should be comparable to that of appropriate reference sites at the end of 10 years.

Monitoring Tasks:
•

Fish access at sites with a single entrance will be monitored with a tyke net or block
seine which is set just before a high tide and monitored during the subsequent ebb.

•

Blocking nets prevent fish from escaping the sampling area. Standard mesh size
allows comparisons among seining efforts. Adults and juvenile fishes Should be
collected using 3-mm mesh blocking nets and bag seine. The 3-mm mesh will
ensure the capture of small yet ecologically important species. A linear distance
(e.g., 10-15 m) parallel to the tidal creek or channel sampled should be measured
and the channel nets deployed to confine all fishes within the two nets. The bag
seine is then drawn in a circle within the blocking nets and pulled to shore.

•

At broad intertidal beach sites, a beach seine will be set, preferable on a flood tide.

•

At all sites, captured fish may be briefly anesthetized, identified as to species, source
(hatchery or wild) and counted. Fork length measurements will be taken from all
salmonids. All fish will be released unharmed, unless stomach contents analysis
on a subset of captured fish is determined necessary. Consideration will be given
to marking a subset of the captured salmonids to determine residence time.

•

Given the importance placed upon juvenile salmon ids, the sampling will occur on a
bi-weekly basis during the period of juvenile out- migration, i.e., from early March
through early- or mid-June. If resources permit, consideration should be given to
undertaking fish access monitoring for a longer period, perhaps throughout the year.

Schedule:
•

Monitoring tasks are to be conducted in Years 1, 2, 3, and 5 (Years 7 and 10 if
resources are available).

Contingency Measures:
•

Failure to meet fish access criteria would indicate that fundamental NRDA Trustee
goals are not being met, especially if similar nearby reference or comparison sites
have fish present. An examination of the project design, implementation, and site
management would be warranted. Consultation with local fishery scientists and
managers would be considered and outside expert assistance may be obtained in
evaluating the monitoring data and the project performance.

BSC7 - cont.
Discussion:
Fishes are valuable indicators of ecosystem health. Generally, the presence offew species
(low species richness) may indicate stressful environmental conditions. Fishes are
additionally valued as food for birds that use an estuary. A few species are of subsistence,
recreational and commercial interest (e.g., salmon).
Of particular importance to the NRDA Trustees is a lack of high quality intertidal habitat,
historically available to Puyallup River stocks, to support estuarine-dependent fish species,
especially threatened juvenile salmonid stocks in Commencement Bay. Evaluation of this
program goal will rely upon measuring both fish access and the provision of prey resources,
including fallout insects and benthic invertebrates, important to juvenile salmonids.
Recommended protocols used under this criterion are described by Cordell et a/. (1997,
1999) and Warner and Fritz (1995).

BIOLOGICAL SUCCESS CRITERION 8
INVERTEBRATE PREY RESOURCE PRODUCTION
INVERTEBRATE PREY RESOURCE PRODUCTION. Production of invertebrate prey taxa
known to be important to juvenile salmon ids should be comparable to that of appropriate
reference or comparison sites at the end of 10 years
Monitoring Tasks:
•

Benthic invertebrates are sampled with cores taken to a depth of 10 cm. Ten replicates are
recommended in protocols by Cordell et aI, (1994,1999). However, six replicates in each
"stratum" will be the minimum acceptable in the interest of cost savings. Strata include mud
or sand flats and areas of marsh vegetation. Taxa known to be important to juvenile
salmonids are identified to species and enumerated; the remainder are identified to order
level.
Fallout insects are sampled using floating plastiC bins distributed throughout the site.

•

•

BenthiC macro invertebrate sampling stations are best located near fish sampling sites
(BSC7) where channel morphology (width, depth, substrate and bank characteristics) is
well-defined.
If PSC5 is not implemented, in order to reduce cost, observational data on sediment

structure should be noted.

Schedule:
•

Monitoring tasks are to be conducted in Years 1, 3, and 5 and in Years 7 and 10 if
resources are available.

Contingency Measures:
Failure of the invertebrate prey taxa criterion would indicate that fundamental NRDA
Trustees' goals are not being met. If the benthic community does not appear to be healthy.
sediment sampling may be initiated to determine if contamination is responsible for the
problem. The composition of the benthic organism community can be analyzed to
determine if pollution-tolerant species are present in abundance. Lack of productive benthic
community could also indicate inadequate physical conditions on the Site such as unsuitable
sediment grain size or excessive wave energy and scouring.
No adaptive management activities are planned specifically for this criterion. Many
important aquatic invertebrates in Commencement Bay appear to be eager colonizers.

Discussion:
. Sampling protocols for fallout insects (insects produced on riparian and marsh vegetation that fall
or drift into the water column) and benthic invertebrates are well described by Cordell et al.
(1994,1999).

BIOLOGICAL SUCCESS CRITERION 9
BIRD USE
BIRD USE. Use of project sites including an area beyond 50 meters of the site boundaries
by indigenous/native bird species should be comparable to reference/comparison sites.

Monitoring Task:
•

Describe bird use of the project area compared to the reference sites. Data will be
presented as species observed, mean abundance (by category), and species
richness of indigenous/native bird species.

Schedule:
•

This monitoring task is to be conducted in Years 1,2,3, and 5, plus Years 7 and 10
where appropriate and funded.

Contingency Measures:
•

Low bird use of restored sites, relative to appropriate reference sites, could indicate
human disturbance but may also indicate possible predation or lack of prey
organisms. If data indicate that indigenous/native bird species are absent or present
infrequently or in low numbers, public access and other management activities at the
site should be examined for potential impacts to wildlife.

Discussion:
Use of sites by birds could be a good indication of improved habitat conditions. An
assessment of bird diversity, abundance, and species lists for Commencement Bay appear
in Appendix A to the RP/EIS.
Cordell et al. (1999) describes more elaborate protocols and categories (i.e., passerine,
raptors, shorebirds/waders, waterfowl, seabirds, introduced, and native but
human-associated)
Cooperation with local volunteers will facilitate bird-use monitoring.

BIOLOGICAL SUCCESS CRITERION 10
PRIMARY PRODUCTION
PRIMARY PRODUCTION. Exposed tidal surfaces below + 12 MLLW should exhibit primary
production in the form of micro algae (algal mats) comparable with appropriate reference or
comparison sites.

Monitoring Task:
•

Areal extent of algal mats will be estimated visually or from aerial photographs, if
available.

Schedule:
•

This monitoring task is to be conducted in Years 1, 2, 3, and 5, and Years 7 and 10
where appropriate and funded.

Contingency Measures:
•

None listed at this time.

Discussion:
Algae are the base of the food chain in aquatic ecosystems. While measurement of algal
populations are not typically the best estimators of primary productivity, they are useful
indicators of eutrophication and tidal flushing. While phytoplankton accumulate to bloom
proportion, anaerobic conditions can develop at the channel bottom during the night. In
tidal channels the highest algal biomass would be measurable at low tide at the end of a
neap tide series when channels would not have been greatly diluted with salt water. Visual
estimates of: (1) the percent of the water or sediment surface covered by macroalgae, and
(2) genus present should be noted.
Although overall primary productivity is a basic ecosystem function, there are major
problems and errors in measuring productivity rates and calculating the contributions of
different producer components for different wetland areas are great. A further concern is
the destructiveness of the habitat as a result of the sampling. It is recommended that
productivity studies not be included in the Program.

BIOLOGICAL SUCCESS CRITERION 11
INSECT PRODUCTION
INSECT PRODUCTION. Production of fal/out insects known to be important to juvenile
salmonids should be comparable to that of appropriate reference or comf)arison sites at the
end of five years.

Monitoring Tasks:
•

Fallout insects are sampled using floating plastic bins distributed throughout a
project site.

•

Taxa known to be important to juvenile salmonids are identified to species and
enumerated, the remainder are identified to order level.

Schedule:
•

The monitoring tasKs are to be completed in Years 1, 2, 3, and 5 and Years 7 and
10 will be added if funding is available.

Contingency Measures:
•

Lack of fallout insects could indicate problems with riparian or marsh vegetation
which may already be obvious through monitoring for other biological criteria. No
adaptive management actions are anticipated based solely upon insect count
results.

Discussion:
Insects are responsible for several marsh functions, including pollination, seed dispersal,
aerating soils, controlling herbivorous insects, and providing food for birds, small mammals
and other carnivores. While many plants are wind pollinated, there are several species that
rely on insects for pollination and seed production. Pollinators link the upper salt marsh to
the adjacent coastal scrub-dominated upland, where altemative nectar producing plants are
found. A fully-functional marsh should have nearby transitional and upland habitats to
support an abundance of pollinators.
Species identification is the biggest problem with characterizing the insect community, and
it may not be possible to identify many taxa beyond the family level. However, this is often
very useful for examining functional groups. Even general information on size and habit
(flying or crawling) will be helpful in characterizing insects as potential food for consumers
such as salmonids or birds.
Intensive sampling protocols for fallout insects (insects produced on riparian and marsh
vegetation that fall or drift into the water column) are well described by Cordell et al. (1994,
1999).
This criterion, primarily designed for use in riparian areas is useful when criterion # 8 is not
employed.

BIOLOGICAL SUCCESS CRITERION 12
PLANKTON PRESENCE
PLANTON PRODUCTION. Presence of zooplankton and icthyoplankton are comparable
to reference or comparison sites

Monitoring Tasks:
•

Plankton can be measured at the same stations as the fish and invertebrates (BSC7
and BSCB), although prior to or on a different day, because seining can resuspend
benthic particles, thereby obscuring samples. These communities should be
sampled during a high tide and all of the habitat types can be included.

•

Sampling should occur during high tide and in all of the habitat structural types
(channels, beaches, marshes).

•

Plankton nets with a mesh size of 35 microns are appropriate for collection of
zooplankton samples. Most of the habitats to be sampled are relatively shallow
(intertidal). A small boat should be used to perform a shallow tow from the bottom
to the surface and running parallel to the shoreline. Samples should be fixed in the
field with formalin, and quantified microscopically using Sedgwick-Rafter counting
chambers. Zooplankton densities and community composition can be assessed
spatially and temporally. Sampling of plankton should be done seasonally under the
same tidal condition (e.g., end of a neap tide series) in order to reduce the effect of
saltwater dilution.

Schedule:
•

Plankton sampling can be done at the same stations as the fish (SSC7) in Years 1,
2, 3 and 5 and Years 7 and 10 if funding is available.

•

Two periods have been recommended for sampling ichthyoplankton -- sampling in
March to capture nearshore species that move into the estuary with tidal waters, and
sampling in April to assess availability of larvae of resident speCies. The sampling
should coincide with juvenile salmonid outmigration.

Contingency Measures:
•

None, lack of zooplankton or icthyoplankton at the project site compared to
reference or comparison sites suggests that fundamental NRDA Trustees' goals are
not being met.

Discussion:
If juvenile or adult fishes are not found using seines. the habitat might still be suitable but larvae
may not be available for settling. In this case, ichthyoplankton sampling should be considered to
determine if young are available for colonization. A lack of ichthyoplankton would indicate that a
basic ecosystem function is misSing.

APPENDIX C
CHEMICAL SUCCESS
CRITERIA (CSC1-2)

CHEMICAL SUCCESS CRITERION 1
SEDIMENT I SOIL QUALITY
SEDIMENT I SOIL QUALITY. The organic content and nutrient content of the sediments
and riparian soils should be comparable to reference or comparison sites.

Monitoring Tasks:
•

If plantings do not satisfy BSC1, 2, and 3 above an investigation of soil conditions,
such as testing organic and nutrient content of sediments and soils.

•

All soil sampling will be done randomly among predetermined 10 -12 meter
transects, including 4-6 cores. The transects will be along selected elevations so
replicate samples are under a similar tidal regime. Samples subject to seasonal
variation may be taken quarterly. Particle size (conducted under PSC5) of marsh
soils will be addressed through traditional ecological methods (hydrometer and
sieve) to identify sand, silt and clay percentages.

•

A measure of total nitrogen in the soil will not differentiate between the organic and
inorganic forms of nitrogen yet it will provide valuable information. Nitrogen is either
measured as NH4+ after Kjeldahl digestion (APHA 1986) or directly with a CNH
.
analyzer.

SChedule:
•

Depending on failure to reach BSC1, 2. and 3 above. as needed.

Contingency Measures:
•

If the sediments do not reflect the necessary anticipated increase in fines or organic
material, or if the soils do not have adequate nutrient levels to support target
vegetation, soil amendments will be considered.

Discussion:
Soil conditions have a major influence on vegetation growth and on organisms that inhabit
the rhizosphere of plants (e.g., amphipods, nematodes, microbes). Four variables are
especially helpful and may be implemented in predicting the ability of a site to support a
functional salt marsh: soil salinity, nitrogen dynamics, organic matter concentration, and
redox potential. Nutrient dynamics, organiC matter, and redox conditions all interact to
control growth rates, which in turn affect the consumers that live among the plant roots.
Soils with low organic matter will have low nitrogen-fixation rates and low supplies of the
main nutrient that limits plant growth. SoilS with high organic matter will develop very
negative redox potential, which may restrict the growth of some marsh plants. For example,
CantHli (1989) showed that low redox affected the growth of picklweed. The patterns of
salinity, nitrogen dynamics, organic matter accumulation, and redox potential vary. Wetland
hydrology determines the chemical and physical nature of salt marsh substrate to a great
extent (Mitsch and Gosselink 1986).

CHEMICAL SUCCESS CRITERION 2
WATER QUALITY
WATER QUALITY. In areas where a low salinity marsh is the goal, freshwater quantity
needs to be sufficient to provide a surface water salinity regime 12 parts per thousand)
to support emergent intertidal plant species over the entire year. Water quality needs to be
high enough to support a healthy growing plant and animal community. Water temperature
should not exceed 65 degrees Fahrenheit to support fishery resources.

«

Monitoring Tasks:
•
Surface water salinity should be determined at multiple locations on the intertidal
plant surface using a hand-held salinity meter and probe or a hand-held salinity
refractometer (to the nearest ppt). In addition, a data logger may be used to provide
a greater range of information, including water temperature, over a period of time.
•
Dissolved oxygen may be measured as deemed appropriate.

SChedule:
•
Periodic and during post-construction Years 1, 2 and 5, especially during spring
growth seasons for emergent intertidal marsh plants and, if funding is available,
Years 7 and 10.
Contingency Measures:
•
If emergent intertidal marsh vegetation does not flourish and begin to spread,
additional monitoring of quantity and quality of the water needs to be initiated as part
of an adaptive management effort. If adequate quality (or in the case of a lower
salinity marsh - freshwater quantity) cannot be delivered over the long term then
emergent marsh development may need to modified to match the prevailing
hydrological conditions.
Discussion:
The interface between the high salinity (>25 ppt) marine waters of central Commencement
Bay and the fresh water of the Puyallup River and the various shoreline streams, creeks,
and seeps provides conditions of intermediate to high salinity where emergent plant
communities survive. Historically, extensive marshes edged the Puyallup River delta
providing organic debris input to the food chain, habitats for invertebrates, mammals, and
birds, and refuges for small invertebrates and juvenile fishes.
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Re-examine project deeign and goals, Allain
outside coneuItation.

Re-evaluation of human disturblilce, m.talllltion
of Met boxes and or oilier enhancement
meesur.. (decoys)

1,2,3,5
(7,10)

None

1,2,3,5
(7,10)

None

I

12

Chemical
Monitoring

1

2

Plankton

Pr~

Attribute &
Measure

SedimentlSoil Quality

WatBr Qualty/Quantity
Temperature

Primery production
indicators.

Rnlona/e

Comparable with ref9mce
sitBs.

Success Criterion

Influences hebitat velue for
fish end benthic orgeni$ITIS.
Influences fTOwth rates
Comparable to
Indicstor cI sedimentatlOfl
reference sites.
end/or erosion, stebilit)
indiactor.

Influencas plent
c/eve/opffl.nt and is /III
idicetor for tidel circu/alion.

Suitable salinity for
emergent plant
pi opogatioIl, colonization
and growth. Suitable

1,3,5

Plankton Nets

Methodology

Sediment samples,
Standard me:hods,
surficial and core
samples as necessary.

None

(7,10)

Sampling SchedulePost Construction
Years

Adaptive
Management/Contingency
Measures

I

As needed, as determined by
physical and biological crilaria Soil Amendments

Data Logger, Salinometer or
RefractDt I rete!

above.

I

1,2,5
(7,10 andI:>r periodic)

Manipulate Freshwater flow as practicable and
feasible, r~ plant species selection.

tempertures for fishMy

resources.
-_I-

MONITORNG PROGRAM SUM NARY TABLE

---

--

~---.---.-

--

ELEVATION
TABLE 2

MARINE
ESTUARINE

BRACKISH

TIDAL
FRESH

LOW
Salicornia virginica
Zostera marina
Zostera japonica
Atriplex patula [high estuary]
Cuscuta salina [low brackish]
Distichli.IiO .''\picata
Jaumea carnosa
Lilaeopsis occidentalis
Plantago maritima [high estuary]
Salicornia virginica
Triglochin maritimum
Carex Iyngbyei (along channels)
Scirpus maritimus
Scirpus americanus

HIGH
Elymus mollis'"
Frageria chiloensis

Carex lyngbyei
Lilaeopsis occidentalis*
Scirpus arnericanus
Triglochin maritimum [low

Aster subspicatus
Atriplex patula
Carex /ynghyei
Cuscuta salina [low brackish]
Deschampsia caespitosa
Distichlis spicata [low
estuarine]
Grindelia integrifolia
Hordeum brachyantherum
Jaumea carnosa [low
estuarine]
Juncus balltcus
Orthocarpus castillejoides·
Plantago maritima
Potentilla anserina ssp.
Pacifica
Scirpus acutus [high tidal
fresh]
Scirpus maritimus [low
estuarine]
Trifolium wormskioldii
[Agrostis alba]
Eleocharis palustris'"
Juncus balticus
Scirpus americanus[low

estllrinej

estllrinej

Cuscuta salina'"
Jaumea carnosa

Trifolium wormskjoldii [high
esturine]
Pyrusfusca
Picea sitchensis
Salix hookeriana
Agrostis alba [high brackish]
Carex obnupta
Physocarpus capitatus
Rosa nutkana
Scirpus acutus
Typha latifolia [low tidal fresh]
Pyrusfusca
Picea sitchensis
Salix hookeriana
Salix lucida var. lasiandra

Carex obnupw
Typha latifolia'"
Scirpus tabernaemontanii

"'Volunteer species, should not be Widely planted.

Table 2. (cont.) Latin and Common Names for Commencement Bay Plant List
Latin Name

Common Name

Agrostis alba

Creeping bentgrass

Aster subspicatus

Douglas aster

A triplex patula

Saltweed, orache, fat hen

Bidens cemua

Nodding beggar-tick

Carex Iyngbyei

Lyngby's sedge

Carex obnupta

Slough sedge

Cuscuta salina

Saltmarsh dodder

Deschampsia caespitosa

Tufted hairgrass

Distichlis spicata

Seashore saltgrass

Eleochoris palustns

Creeping spikerush

Elymus mol/is

American beachgrass

Fragena chiloensis

Beach strawberry

Grindelis integrifolia

Puget-Sound gumweed

Hordeum brachyantherum

Meadow barley

Jaumea camosa

Fleshy jaumea

Juneus hallieus

Baltic rush

Lilaeopsis occidentalis

Western lilaeopsis

Orthocarpus castillejoides

Paintbrush owl-clover

Physocarpus capitatus

Pacific ninebark

Picea sitchensis

Sitka spruce

Plantago mal'itima

Seaside plantain

Potentilla pacifica

Pacific silverweed

Pyrusfusca

Pacific crabapple

Rosa nutkana

Nootkarose

Salicornia virginica

Pickleweed

Salix hookeriana

Hooker's willow

Salix lucida var. lasiandra

Pacific willow

Scirpus acutus

Hardstem bulrush

Scirpus american us

Three-square bulrush

Trifolium wormskjoldii

Springbank clover

Triglochin maritima

Seaside arrowgrass

Typha latifolia

Common cattail

Zostera japonica [delete]

Eelgrass, Grass-Wrack

Zostera marina

Dwarf Eelgrass, Narrow-Bladed Eelgrass

APPENDIX F
SURVEY OF MONITORING PROGRAMS

SURVEY OF MONITORING PROGRAMS

The following section is a summary of several publications describing monitoring programs.
They are provided to show the variety of parameters available and the recommendations
from recognized authorities and agencies. More detailed information regarding the methods
and instructions for developing monitoring programs may be found in the Army Corps of
Engineers IWR Report 96-R-23, published in 1998.

Example 1. Measurement Selection in Wetlands by Erwin (1990)

Erwin suggested that a quantitative wetland evaluation be implemented "when the
construction technique is unproven, where the ability to successfully create or restore
habitat is unproven, or when success criteria are related to obtaining specific thresholds of
plant cover, diversity, and wildlife utilization. n This quantitative wetland evaluation should
include hydrological monitoring and vegetation analysis. Qualitative evaluations can be
carried out in situations where there is more certainty of success, and where performance
is not tied to specific Quantitative criteria. As an example of Qualitative evaluations used for
wetlands, Erwin recommended:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

baseline vegetation surveys
fixed point panoramic photographs
rainfall and water level data
plan view of sampling pOints
wildlife use observations
fish and macroinvertebrate data
annual reporting for five years

Erwin stated that criteria for performance must be established before the evaluation effort
and must be "fundamental to the existence, functions, and contributions of the wetland
system and its surrounding landscape. n

Example 2: Measurement Selection in Wetlands by the Natural Resource Council (NRC
1992)
The Natural Resource Council described a process that would have structural and
functional attributes of a wetland form the basis for evaluating success of the restoration
project. The NRC further suggested that two factors influence the success rating: (1) the
specific criteria used, and (2) the reference data or sites used for comparison. The NRC
recommended the following for a restoration monitOring program:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

assessment criteria should include structural and functional attributes
criteria should be established before the assessment takes place
criteria should be linked to objectives for the project
several criteria should be used for evaluation
criteria may need to be regionalized
reasonable reference sites and long-term data set should be available for
comparison
measurements should take into account temporal and spatial heterogeneity
there should be an a priori indication of similarity expected between the
restored sites and the reference sites
a time frame for monitoring should be established a priori
criteria and methods should stand up to peer review.

The NRC developed a list of seven wetland functions that should be considered in
assessing equivalency between natural and constructed wetland systems. These were
based upon experiences in coastal salt marshes, but apply generally to al/ wetland systems.
For each function, the NRC suggested measures that could be used for quantification.
The NRC (1995) reviewed wetland delineation methods and concluded that the use of three
wetland indicators, hydrology, soils and wetland plants, were reliable and valid indicators
of the presence of a wetland and commended the use of manuals already in place for
delineating wetlands. For restoration projects, the 1989 Corps of Engineers method for
wetland delineation may be adequate to evaluate wetland development and the area
occupied by a wetland (FICWD 1989).

Example 3: Measurement Selection in Wetlands by the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers HGM
Method

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) has a history assessing structure and function
of wetlands and other habitats. One approach has been developed synthesizes much of
the work that is relevant to wetland systems. Brinson (1993) developed an approach for
classifying wetlands that is based upon hydrology and geomorphology - the
hydrogeomophic method (HGM). This approach relies on water quality, hydrology, and
soils as indicators of ecological conditions of a wetland. For example, northern, cold
systems with a positive water balance and a low pH may favor Sphagnum peat
development. So, by characterization of hydrological conditions, along with other aspects
of the system, wetland type and ecological function (or significance}can be predicted.
Additionally, the HGM approach uses a range of reference values rather than a single
success criteria. This idea of developing a database for long-term use is necessary to
obtain a more thorough understanding if natural wetland systems, their fluctuation in
equilibrium and trends.

Example 4: Measurement Selection in Aquatic Systems the Index of Bi%gica/lntegrity
The Index of Biological Integrity (lBI), developed by Karr (Karr and Dionne 1991; Karr 1993)
is designed to provide a cost·effective method for evaluating the biological conditions in
streams. The IBI focuses on attributes of fish communities to evaluate the effects of
humans on streams and watersheds. An IBI is developed based upon sampling of these
attributes in a disturbed stream, and ranking them according to their deviations from values
expected at an undisturbed reference stream. When several attributes are combined and
scaled, the sites can be graded as having an excellent, good, fair, or poor biological
integrity. This method has been applied throughout much of the United States, and has
been tested in estuarine systems in New England (Deegan et al. 1993).

Example 5: Measurement Selection in Wetlands by the EPA
The most specific guidance on selection of restored wetland monitoring parameters comes
from the EPA (Kusler and Kentula 1990; Kentula et al. 1992). Kentula et al. (1992)
presents a list of 26 wetland system variables, justification for selection, suggested uses,
and general procedures. The variables are divided into categories of general information:
morphology, hydrology, substrate, vegetation, fauna, water quality, and additional
information. These variables are well justified in the scientific literature, and many have
been investigated directly by the EPA Wetland Research Program.
The EPA, through its Environmental Monitoring and Assessment Program (EMAP;
Hunsaker and Carpenter 1990), has been developing parameters to monitor the status and
trends of the ecological conditions of the ecosystems of the United States. For wetlands
and surface waters, EMAP has developed a list of 20 and 18 "candidate indicators' for
surface waters and wetland ecosystems respectively. Each of these indicators is graded
high, medium or low relative to 12 selection criteria. The selection criteria identify the
following about an indicator:
•
•
•
•
•

Can it be correlated with unmeasured ecosystem components?
Is it applicable on a regional basis, is related unambiguously and
monotonically to an environmental value or habitat value?
Can it be easily sampled?
Does it exhibit a low measurement error?
Is it cost effective?

Although EMAP was not designed to monitor restoration sites, the analysis of ecosystem
indicators is useful in selecting defensible and relevant parameters for this purpose.

Example 6: Measurement Selection in the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers Civil Works
Program
Circular No. 1105·2-210 (Corps 1995) identified structural and functional characteristics of
the ecosystem that are potential useful for measuring the progress of restoration projects.

The circular provided a discussion of the following characteristics:
Structural
water quality
water quantity
soil condition
geology
topography
flora and fauna
concepts (patch size, edge, etc.,)
morphology

Functional
water storage, recharge, supply
floodwater and sediment retention
transport of organisms, nutrients, etc.
oxygen production
biomass production, food web support
nutrient cycling
shelter detoxification of wastes
energy flow

Example 7 MeaSUrement Selection In Water Qualltv Assessments by the EPA

The EPA (1991a, 1991b) has attempted to develop biological criteria for water quality
assessments in a variety of system types. Biological criteria are not universally recognized
in the United States because they have not been developed to a state that allows for broad
application. Biological water quality criteria can be developed for local areas and used for
monitoring changes in the conditions in a particular watershed or stream. These same
criteria could also be used to assess the changes in water quality associated with restored
systems.

Example 8: Regional Parameter Selection in Coastal Wetlands in Southern California

Based upon more than ten years of research on constructed wetlands in southern
California's coastal zone, Pacific Estuarine Research Laboratory (PERL, 1990) considered
the following functions and characteristics essential for the success of restoration projects
in southern California coastal wetlands:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

provision of habitat for wetland dependent species
support for food chains
transformation of nutrients
maintenance of plant populations
resilience (ability to recover from disturbances)
resistence to invasive species (plant or animal)
resistence to herbivore outbreaks
pollination
maintenance of local gene pools
access to refuges during high water
accommodations of rising sea level

These functions are directly measurable and have been justified through research.
Because this list was developed specifically for the region and system type, it can be used
in the planning process to define the vision and goals for the project. The monitoring

program can then develop performance criteria and measurable parameters with confidence
that they will be highly relevant and sensitive indicators of the progress of the system.

Example 9: Regional Parameter Selection in Seagrass SYstems
Seagrass systems occur in most coastal waters of the United States, where they form
important habitats for a variety of fish and aquatic invertebrates. They are one of the most
productive habitats but have suffered severe losses and are under constant pressure from
coastal development (Thom 1990). Fonesca (1990) found that seagrass restoration has
historically resulted in a net loss of habitat primarily because performance goals and criteria
were inappropriate. He recommended the following goals for which criteria can be
formulated:
•
•
•
•

development of perSistent cover
generation of equivalent or increased area
replacement with the same seagrass species that suffered impact
restoration of faunal production.

These goals are applicable to seagrass systems throughout the United States.

EXBml2le 10: Regional Parameter Selection in Coastal Wetlands in Louisiana
The Coastal Wetlands Planning, Protection, and Restoration Act (CWPRA) was established
to provide guidance and means to implement projects that stop further loss of Louisiana's
coastal wetlands and that restore coastal wetlands in the region. As part of the effort under
CWPRA, monitoring protocols were developed to provide guidance on minimum monitoring
standards to assess performance of restored systems relative to goals, and to provide
information for developing costs for restoration programs (Steyer and Stewart 1992).
Subgroups of technical experts developed protocols in seven categories: water quality,
hydrology, soils and sediments, vegetative health, habitat mapping, wildlife and fisheries.
Monitoring plans were developed for nine project types: freshwater introduction and
diversions, sediment diversions, marsh management, hydrologiC restoration, beneficial use
of dredged material, shoreline protection, barrier island restoration, vegetative planting, and
sediment nutrient trapping. Variables (i.e., measurable elements) are developed for each
monitoring category and prioritized for each project type.

Priorities range from a primary objective (Priority 1) through lower priority-long term
evaluation (Priority 4), with an additional priority, as needed, unique to a specific project
(Priority N). Cost estimates are provided for instrumentation, analysis and related items.
Methods are provided in varying degrees of detail for the variables.

Example 11: Regional Parameter Selection in Estuarine Habitats in the Pacific Northwest

Simenstad et al. (1991) developed the Estuarine Habitat Assessment Protocol (EHAP) to
provide a standardized approach and sampling protocols for assessing the performance of
restored or constructed estuarine systems in the Pacific Northwest. EHAP proposes
characteristics (termed attributes) of estuarine habitats that promote fish and wildlife use

and fitness. These attributes indicate the potential to provide a specific function, which can
provide design criteria for habitat restoration. The attributes selected were based upon a
comprehensive survey of approximately 200 estuarine scientists in the region and were

supported by published information such as those listed above. A total of 105 "protocol"
species" were identified, which included fish, invertebrates, birds and mammals. The
occurrence of the species in each major habitat type is shown, and the reason for the
occurrence (e.g., feeding, rearing, reproduction, resting) is provided. Finally, speCific
methods for sampling attributes of each habitat that are related to the occurrence of the
protocol species are described.

The EHAP further identifies three levels of sampling

complexity: minimum, recommended. and prefered.

Discussion:
Consideration was many approaches to monitoring including. but not limited to those
programs listed above. In general, most restoration and mitigation monitoring plans support
an approach that assesses both the physical stability and habitat function of a
created/enhanced wetland.
To insure the quantitative. comparable nature of data from this monitoring effort. the

approach and methodologies prescribed by the EHAP (Simenstad et. aI., 1991) will be used
to the greatest extent possible while still considering the plans listed above such as the
HGM Model. EHAP is a framework upon which this plan is based, it is considered the most

applicable and employs the widest array of parameters and guidance in comparison with
the other guidance provided by EPA, the U.S. Army Corps and others.
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APPENDIX G
SITE SPECIFIC MONITORING PLANS

MONITORING PLAN - MIDDLE WATERWAY (TRUSTEE/SIMPSON)
PROJECT:
Sompson Tacoma Kraft I NRDA
Middle Wat_a~ SlOre
Habit'llt Re5lo11l1J<:m Projfl<:t
LOCATION :
Mddle W 'IItEttw'llV. COmmencement Bay ,
T'llcoma, Wastllr\gton
OESIGN OBJECTIVES :
EnhilrK:e intertidal area lor JUY8nile
Silimonld migration
Establish marah vegetatIOn
Protect the Me for natural rltSQurl;8s.
CRITERIA;

PSC 1.2.4, SSC 1,2,.<1.6.7,8",9
'SSc(! In mon~onng years 1,5 and 10 Il lundlng ~ aV'IIllable

SITE SUMMARY :
In the &prinv of 1995, Champion IntemlJlKlllal COrpOrahon, lhe former owner of Ihe Sompson
Tacoma KJaft Min. and SWTlpson TaCOma! Kraft Company its currant owner In coop8falion With
the Trustees. created the t.tddle Watetway Shore RestoratKl<1 Pro)8C\ on a frv&o-act'e Bite owned
by Simp&on on the northent bank of the Middle W'IItetw'llY The projeel WI$ developed in
COI1nectlOn With a II(!ttlemenl 'IIpproved in court on April 1 , 1996, tllat resolved Bay-wide daims for
nalural nnourte damages Ig'llinlt the two companOe$ The Middle Watetw'llY prO)e<;\
~stablishes owr three acteII of intel'bClal, sa~ marsh. and npanan llaMat afong the Middle
Welerw'llY, I higll priority Iocatoon fIlr restoration in II\e Say ecosystem. The watstway had one of
the 1a~$1 rerT1'11inlng afeas of origon'lll intel'bCl'lll mlXlllats in the B'IIY (ilbout 20 acres). Formerly
filled land hal been excavated and contou'8d to create a natural &/lo.eline w~llllummocks and
otller natural marsh features, inae85mg the complemy dNersoty and llaMat v'lllue 01 MIddle
W atetway for shore birds. salmonids and marine fISh, nver otters and other wildlife In the area
Tile proJlld provides I PIIrtial buffer between the mudflats and ad",,,,,nl upland Industnal uses
VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
To be defined prior to conduebng Nmpling ilctMtte!I
REFERENCE I COMPARISON SITES ; Based upon ilpprovaJofthe Trustee Council. appropnale
reference ,..;ru wiR be selected for VinoUS srtes and vaflOUR cntena for example plant vigor
(BSC3) would incorporate comparisson data from a site ad)8cent to Squall)' Beach along the inner
Hylebos mudflat, Elliott Bay mon~oring dala 'lind data repOrted lor Coastal America srt8$, Fish
(BSCl) umpling resu~s could be compared to historical data gathered by the Puyanup Tnbe 01
Indians in Commencement Bay and the Mlrddeslloot Indian Tribe In the Ouwamish and data
gathered at Conlal America s.rte$. Invertebrates (SSCl, inh'llbrtallng restored areas could be
compared to the Outer H~lebos mlXlfiat _ p!'ovr:led thai grain &ize IS appropn'll\e BIrd usage
(BSC9) could be comPilred across •• $ites 9nd Include the Ouw'llmlsh Waterway restoratIOn
proJ8c\s.

MONITORING PLAN· MIDDLE WATERWAY (TRUSTEE/SIMPSON)
PROJECT:
SimpllOn T.corNI Krafl.1 NROA
Middl. Witl!lNlrf Shore
Hsbilat Reostoratioo ProJed

LOCATlON:
M;delle W.r._ay, Commencement Bsy,
T8COITI8, W asl1i!1gtoo

DESIGN OBJECTIVES;
EnI'\arIee lrrIertidai _ lor p.enlle
S8Imonid migr.tkKl
Eslsblish ITWSIl vegetation
ProIeCt the slle lor n811r81 fe'SOUf'CeS
CRITERIA:

PSC 1,2,4; SSC 1,24,6,7,8"9
"BSC8 In monitoring years 1,5 and 10 Iftundrng II "'lIilll~e

SrTE SUMMARY:
In the aprtng of 1995, Cllamp,oo IntematlOO8l Corporsl,oo, the IormI!Ir owner of !he SImpson
T...om, Kraft MiH , and Simpson Tacoma Krill! COf1'I~ny. ~s current owner, In cooperation with the
Trustees, ereated the MId<lle W.t_ay Shore RestOl'lllioo Prole<:! on a rM!-lIcre Me ownl'!<'l by
Simpson on 1he oor1heltSt bank or the Mkldle Wat_ay The project WIIS del'elopeod In conneaion
with • $ettleoment approved In ocurt on Apnl 1 1996 that reSOlved Bay..... de claims lor natural
relOUf't:e d.-ntg•• against the two companies The Middle Weterway projed ...estabhshes over
I!vH acres of intertidal, uK marsh, and riparian habll8t along !he Middle Watl!l'WBy, a high "oomy
toe.tiorI lor restoration In the Bay eoosy$lem, The _erway had one or the l8'l1esl remainhg areas
of original intertidal rnudfI.t1 in me Bsy (about 20 acreS) Formerly filled land lias been excavated
and contOlSed to cra8te a rlatural sIloral,ne Wlth hummockt and othef natural marsh ft,8lures,
inereasing the compleJ<ity, diversify and habit8t value or Middle Wat~y for IIhOre tHr<ll. salmonids
and marine fish. rtver OIlers and ot/Ie( wHdlile In the wes The porojed provides a parti.1 buffer
between the lTIUI:IfIats and IIdJeceflI upl.nd lndustrl.1 uses
VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
To ba defined prior to .;onducIlng aampling edly,ties
REFERENCE I COMPARISON SITES: Based upon approvsi of the Trustee Council, spproprlate
reflll'<1KlC1l s/les will be seleeted lor various srtes and various criteria For example plant vogor
(BSC3) would ifIeorponIte comparl,son data from, SIte adjacent 10 Sq",I~ eeaen along \he inner
Hyleoos mudflat, Elliott Bay mon~oring data and data reported lor CoasliIl Ame<1ca sites; fish
(eSC1) ssmpling resu~1 could be compsred to historical data galhef8d by the PlI)Ialiup Tnbe of
Inellan, In Commencement eay and the Muckleshoot Ind~n Tribe In the 0uw8ll1lsh and data
gattllMed .t Coastal Arner\aI sI1es. InvMtebrates (SSCI) Inhabitating restored areas could be
rornpated te the Outer Hy~bos mudflat · j)I'Ovided th8t grain liz, is appropriate Bird USII\Ie (SSC8)
could be compared across all sites and Include the Duwwnish Wat~y restoration projecu

MONITORING PLAN - MIDDLE WATERWAY (TRUSTEE/CITY)
PFtOJECT;
Cr\}' oIT.com./ NRO...
Middle Waterway
Estuarine RellOU'eeS
RestOflllion Project

•

LOCATION;
Middle Waterway, eoovr"" o:::ement Bay,
T.comI, Washlngton

DESIGN OBJECTIVES;
Enhance lmertKlalarea lor juvenile ulmonld

I...

""-

Establish marsh veoet*lon
ProIacI ;oncI prenrve the lite lor nailmll raSQlA'Coe$

CRITERIA;

PSC 1, 2.", BSC 1,2,4,5,&,7,8·
'1lSCB In Y8II.,. 1,5 & 10 Iflunding Is ... allable

SITE SUMMARY;
The City of TEICOOIII, In coordination 'Mth the Trusteel, hili deIIeloped an estuarine shoreline
wetland restoration project on the MlOdle Waterway wilhin the City of Tacoma and C.. iii"" Obi 0e01l
Bay, Excavation or ra-gradlng 0I1Ile 1 65 acres vacant upland >,",p"'rty, located adJacen! to and
within the southwest shore of the Waterway should facjl~ate the establishment of intettidal marsh
and riparian butItor bordering one 01 the lew remaining origintl ~iIIS within Commencement
Bay The project II Inteoded 10 create new hab~at, enhance exil1ing hIIbitat, buller boIh new and
existing hebi1at, and prOYide pl.'blic .,;eesilor education IIr1d pallive recntalion, The >'"'Jacll1OlJ1
II to establish estuarine marsh habi1at for an nsembla!le of weda'ld dependent marine , bi/'d and
pI.rt '~I The prcjecIls across the head of Mlo:!dle Waterway lrom and comptements the
MIOdIe Waterway Shoreline Restoration Projeet developed earlier by Simpson TiICOmIi Kraft Co
In cooperaIJon with the Trustees,
VOlUNTEE R OPPORTlJNITIES
To be defined ~ to conducting satnj)ling acfiy~iel
REFERENCE I COMPARISON SITES: Based upon approval 01 the Trustee Coundl , appropliale
re11!1f'011Ce S~ftS will be Mleclect for varloul I~" and varioul atter1, For example plant vi~
(BSC3) would incof'?orale compari.son d~ta frQm a lite adjacent to Squally Beach along the IIYIflr
~bO' mudflat, EUIott BII)' monitoring data and data reported for Coastal America Sites; Fish
(BSC7) aamplinog resu~ could be comp.ed to hislorical data gatherad by the Puyallup Tribe of
Indi\Jns in commeocement Bay and IhfI MuddHhoot Indian Tribe In the Duwamlsh and data
gathered at Coastal MlericIIo !lilel. IlTIIertebratu (SSC8) \nhabitating restored areas could be
OOOIfIIred to IhfI Out"" f+ylebol mudIIat • provided that gra. Size is appropriate Blrd....-ge (BSCIl)
could be compared across III sites and Include the Duwamish Waterway reslOflllion >,",jedl

_....

MONITORING PLAN· SQUALLY BEACH

!"ROJECT;

LOCATION;
ImeorT~

BHi'I. I-f)¥_W--.,
Coi"'.IC*'I.~ Sly.
T~ W .... "'IOh

DESIGN OBJECTIVES;
Em.not 1rWertid.t _lor juo;enIIe Ali 'iOO lid
miglMit:wl.

er-1roI.lIIioet for ~ebr*"
EItabllIh
pond. 1(1 _ _
HIrtId. unm.nh .....
ProtIlCl 8Ild In........ tn. 10M lor ...wr.I

*"w...

CRITERIA.

PSC 1.2,.;

~

esc l-S

SIll! SUMMARY;
The profeeI lote II lOUted wllelWllrd 01 Manne VIew Drive near tI1i!i mkldle of 1M Hyie-bolI
W.c-.oy on jII'O\lerty owned by tI1i!i Pvyllfu~ Tribe The I~e il approxlmataly 0 66 .erel. Itld

conuolnilCl blackberTy bu....... _
hant.¥ood trees. II1d I stn~ 01 I",""'idll marsh ves'l",on
Ipproxlnwllly ttne felt Mdt The '~I .... pportld I Imlll fringe marsh end Iow-grtdllnl ~1I1
thII ptO'o'ide Mbitellor benthic. or botIorn-dwIUing ~nlsmllmponant Ie !he food chi," The..
orgfilflll _ 01 pertlaIlli' mportlnce 10 ~rdl Itld ju'o'enile satmon The ~Jed reslorel
Intertldll hIbitII by IJ!CIVIIlrog tbout 2.000 rubic yard. 01 rn.Ierlai . p,ng In WINO r'IOO'th 0I1h1
eld.1ing vegetlllOI'Iline. Itld pllnting IntIrtl4tI v~ion RunoII' from !he hillside on till north lIde
01 MIMe VIew 0rIvI. wI'Ilch lormllhl ''It.-J1 projeoeI bcou"oda-y. Ills been inleroe ....ed tnd l'OUIed
1IYough!hl profeeI ailiin I dtndritle cNmII pttIem. F",Shweter tnpU\I woukIlc7MII' ulU'i1y 8Ild
troCOID!II S!OWth 01 1flICII. tI'IIt , * " , br1Ickllh cond~IOI'I' Subltrale em.oocaonenl it I
Wi ......... 0I1hI projIcI de-pei'ld1t'OQ on !he nutrienl8I/I,1tbii,1y 01 !he eXlsbnV mttWlIII

VOLUNTI!:I!:l1I: OPPORTUHmes
To be dIt".iOId prior" conduC:tIng lIi"ipllng ICtivitIeI

Rl!fERENCE. I COMPARISON IITI!S~ BIHd upon tppiowll oIlhe Trustee Council IpproflnI\e
,efelli'lCI tItft will be seleded for w.riout IlIIIII 8Ild YIriout grteril. For 19onple pier( ¥Igor
(BSC)) would ~""' pOi'" ~ dN fR:rn I lite tdJ1C811: Ie Squally Be.Ich atong!hl mar
Il)ollt • nuIIIII. El1kJit Bay i'I"'OnotOI'In dlill end dN reported lor COlI .... ~ . _ f ' lh
{1ISC1''''1JIIIi19 reIUIII c:ouId be cxornpered Ie holloril:ll dN galhefed by Ihe Puytllup Tnbe 01
Ind. . . In C.... ,.,.tceI,.~ BIy WId the MuckIeIhoot Ind ... Trit>e In tn. DuwImiIn 8Ild dlill
vatt .. . , M CoutIiI Ar'nefIcI lite. lnver1etlrMes (BSCI) Irhabitllitong restored _as could be
eornptred to ... OUW Hy1ebo. ono..drIlI· prD'iided IhIIllrlin lIb:e is appopo illie BI'd..ug1 (eSC')
0DUId be \Xli, Ij)II'td ICI'OII ' " I1/1e1.-.1 irII:IucM Itle o....w.msh Wr..w.y restOlllllon prqecIS

MONITORING PLAN· YOWKWALA
PROJECT:

,,..,..,"

LOCAT1ON:
Hylebo. W"'etway , commenc:ement Bay
T.eornt, Washington
DESIGN OBJECTIVES:

Enhance lmertJdll area lor juvenile
salmonid migrMion
Demolish an;:! remove two d&rltlicl DergeS
an;:! a dlydock and auoe!at8d debnt

,

•
~--

Maintaln.nd 1.cIlitate IUrther dsvelopment
~

marsh .,.tallon
preserve the ,ite lor naturll1 resoufUS

Protect lind
CRITERIA:

esc 1,2.1

SITE SUMMARY:

The proje<;Iw, approxlmately 15 acres in sl:le, Is Iocat8d between &Qwns Poinl.-.d Tyee Manna
Two derelict bIIrges, II dilapidated dryOock and other debris ~ve been removed /rom the cobble
~ , The bailie. had provl d8d a sheltentCI area lor a smaillringe marsh...mich Is anticipated"';l1
remain and may be lacilitated ttw"ough Iur1her resloraUon actlvfties
VOI..UNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
To be deftoed prior to conduetlng sampling actllllbes
REFERENCE I COMPARISON SITES: Baled upon IWI'O'Ial or the Trullee Council, IIppropn"'e
reference a~es wUi be seleded lor ~ariou. srtes and Varloul CI1Iena Far e~.m",e plant ~igof
(BSC3) woukIl~ ... e compariNoo d.... from II lita adjacent to Squally euch.wng tile j~
HyIeboI mudfllII, Eiliolt Bay mon~Oting c!ala and data reporled lor Coastal America sites; Fish
(BSC7) ..~ing reowna could be compared to histoncal d .... gathered by the PUYlliup Tribe or
Indlens In Corrrnencernent 6ay aod the Mucldeshool Indian Tribe In the OuwIll1lsh and dati
gllhered ... Coastal America sHea Invtlrtebrates (BSCI) Irhabrtlling reatared arus could be
compared 10 the Outer HyIeboII mudflat • provided that waln lize I, appropriale elrd usage (BSCI)
could be compared MroS. all slIe. 8nd lnckIde the Duwamish Wateorway reslorabon projects

MONITORING PLAN· SKOOKUM WULGE
PROJECT
$kaoo.m Wulge
LOCATION:
Mouth 01 Hy1ebos Wat_itY,

_e."
Tacorna. WlI$hingloo.
OESIGN OBJECTIVES:
Emoone8 lnIertidal ...9 for Juvefllie
$8lmonld Ili9ratiorl
MoniIor ma-ah veget8tion end erosion
Protect II!ld preserve the srte lor
naual re$OUl'C8'
CRITERIA.:

PSC t - to be condllCted in \'O'ar 1 II!ld once agalll if.v.tlen log booms are
removed \0 observe beach ell"ects

SITE SUMMARY:

The Skooku"n Wulge Beach lite consiat' 011 19 acres 01 uplands and li<:Ielands wfIh 416 lir188r feel
01 "aterfroI t immediately inshore from • ",beida! Trull" restoratioo Slie. rormerty the Meeker Log
SICQge Lease The site Is a natural nil 01 uocoo$O!ldated glSCIal till wtlid"l slid off 01 \he hillside
a~ into Co"anellCefTl8f1I Bay in 1938. the Itlilpe 01 the riparian point 01 land extending ont<.> !he
beach II the resuK oIthl •• Ilde end subsequent wave erosion from the Say The Sile is psrti,lty
protected from major witIter lIonn eIl"lIId. from \he northwesl by !he Fosl M..ttlme log smr-ge immedlalely offshore The TruSlees have requested lhal!he prOiectlve outlWie 01 this log storage
area be somewhat recoofl9ured 10 move !he inshore foo\pIinI 10 water deeper lllan -10 feel
(MLLW) The Trustees willl"lOld this sHe for future resloratlOll ac:tivrtiH and will eon\lnue 10 monitor
cI\ao'"Qes In off.tlore actM1les IS well 'I perform I'OUIWie ma"lIena"1Cf1 aoo claanvp 01 the intertidal
area.
VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES

To be defined prior 10 I;OOdUCIing sampling aclivtliel
REFERENCE / COMPARISON SITES: Based upon approval 0I11le Trustee COIIICiI, appropriate
refereoce llitas will be selected for v.,-j(loJs s~es and varioull trilerla For eumple ",am Yioor
(85C3) would int::orJIOrale comparinon dat.lrom, srte adjacent 10 Squally Beach atoog!he Inner
HyIeboI muc!flat, Elliott Bay I"T"IOI"Otortng dala and data reported lor CoasUOI Amertca I~es; Fish
(85C7) sampUng resu~ could be compered to historical data gathere<l Dy the Puyallup Tribe of
looians in COfTOI08llCel'telrt a.y and the Mvcl\leshool Indian Tribe In the Quwamilh and data
gathMed at Coastal Amel'icli sHel. InverteOrates (BSC8) inhaMliling restored .,.eas could be
compared 10 the Quler Hylet:>os i"l"Wftat _provided thll1 grRl siH is Iwropnate Bird usage ISSC')
couid be compared IIa"OM 1111 s~es and inctude the OuwlllTllII/"I WlI1erway relloration project.

MONITORING PLAN· MOWITCH

.......

PftOJECT

LOCAnoN
Mouth of ~ Creek
lithe helld of t¥eOOs Waterw8y
Co,.,,*,amenI BtoY.
T.ootNI. Wnl'*lIItou

DESIGN OBJECTlYES:
EI'IIIIIu ~ wu for jINeni/e .... '101 iiCI

"~"'L

Ellalilllh ~ ....er tlcugIII
Ellalilllh uIt rIW'Ih ~~ .no:! npar\In pIIfU
ProIect .no:!
the $lie for nMInI resoo..n:et

po_'"

CRITERIA.

PSC 1.23(YI'" inapeclioo .. ). BSC 1-9

SIll!: SUMMARY'
The profeeC -.lie was ~11ed to ~. Pl'*-pro)ect elll'lalion chIonneltzOKl. aJ'ld I\rligMened In !he ea'ly
t96O'. w!leo!he upper Hylebol Wat_ay Tumlrlll Bilin WII dredged to Its current eonngurltlon
The ch..-.ctllf Dillie straight strum chlnnll h.. been moo:/i"ed aJ'ld dlvera.ry WIll adcled to IIIe
hebUt ThnIe ~ • .w pool. wtIh baH e/evatoor\a near Mean Law Water (MLW) __ ilQl/pted
from the ~t upllOd A second.-y ........,.. moutI'i Wilt 8Cided In the ...a of the
tnat W1IiI ....
hIatorIc8Ilog IWTIP. The ~ wII be ~ Ihe mliJDlllY ofttwo year The pool. and adJKel't
.....--. IneUIe lIrge ~y debris .. hebItM (Nt.... A minim.m of 25 l&et nexl to the r.nc. •
ID remaIn...egeta\ed The ~ .,.."'..... OIoM<l ",peon plantl naIMt to C...
Bay
The
plant tpIC>I. will be .-.w.1D IhDM WId . 1......,.,.,.. In c ...
Bay '""
will uliIIa It-. rresr-tfll" compcr.enl from i'fyIebos Creek.

.n.

.'.1)fN"iI

'.f..... '...

,.,.i08IT*lI

VOLUKTEER OPf'OATUNITIES
To be defined pilDr ID c:onducIWIQ..-npiing kl/YTbe.

REFERENCE I COMPARISON SITES: Based upon approval DI!he Trult", COIA'IeOI , Ipprop1a1e
reference ail.. will be .eleded for vWID<JI lotH and ~&'Iou. attarla For eumple pi..", ~9Jr
(BSCl) wook:/Incorpora!l compao1lson dati/rom a .~. adJacen1 to Squally Beach liong the U1nar
Hy\ei)DI mudIIaI. Elliot! Bay ~ dill WId dati reported for Coastal Amertca .~... FIIh
{BSeT} NfTIPIIng reaultl could be comparad to tu.tooiCIol data ~ !)y IIIe Puyallup Tnbtl of
I~ In Comm...."""",,,nl Bay IOd the Mud<l1IhooI 1J'ld'.... Tnbtl In Ihe Duwllmllh and dlta
~ed at Coa.~ M'lerb ann lnYertebi_ (BSCi) Wlabitalong rettOl"ld . . . . could be
OOi'fI*ed to !he Outer i'fyIebos mucIftIot - poookled 1l'1li grMIlIU is appropnate BOld . . . . (BSCI )
could be ...... ".,.'eId across l1li SIt. . n 1neUIe!he Duw8ffil1h Wat.-y 'l"""MlDn pi'OIIClI

